
 

 

OCTAL SUPPORTS NATIONWIDE COVID-19 RELIEF EFFORTS 

 
Muscat, 24 May 2021 – Continuing to mobilize for the sake of the community, Salalah-based PET 
packaging manufacturer, OCTAL, has announced its latest round of relief efforts for Oman’s Ministry of 
Health as it combats the current wave of COVID-19. Donating vital medical equipment to Sultan 
Qaboos Hospital, as part of a series of contributions the company has made since the beginning of the 
pandemic, OCTAL continues to explore ways to add value to the country that extend beyond 
manufacturing. 
 
Since March 2020, OCTAL has donated to the Ministry of Health’s COVID-19 Fund, sponsored the 
purchasing of medical equipment, and utilized its state-of-the-art facility in Salalah to provide key raw 
material free for medical face shields to meet the requirements of the health sector in addition to   
manufacturing hand sanitizer  for free company-wide distribution. The company has also extended its 
support to various charitable initiatives focused on the young generation of Omanis, including 
purchasing laptops for students at Omani Bahjah Orphan Society, sponsoring a youth leadership 
programme in collaboration with Creative People Solutions, and purchasing security cameras and 
outdoor shades for government schools. 
 
OCTAL’s Director of Government Affairs Eng. Ahmed Al Najjar said, “The pandemic continues to 
impact us all, and, as part of OCTAL’s ongoing commitment to the community, we are directing our 
efforts towards fighting it wherever and however possible, whether financially, by re-directing our 
resources, or simply by ensuring that our 600-strong staff force continue to work safely. OCTAL has 
always been committed to creating value to Oman and the rest of the world, and that is more important 
now than ever. We know that by facing these circumstances together, we will help our country 
overcome this unprecedented situation.” 

As the nation continues to combat the various impacts of the pandemic, OCTAL has not only pledged 
its support for the community, but has maintained its operations with the health, safety and security of 
its employees as its highest priority. Meanwhile, it continuously adapts to mitigate any potential impacts 
of the pandemic, ensuring that, as the only PET manufacturer in Oman, it is able to contribute to food 
security and produce best-in-class food and beverage packaging solutions to meet global requirements 
now, and into the future.  



 

 

-ENDS- 
 
About OCTAL 

Oman-based OCTAL has emerged as the largest PET sheet producer and integrated packaging company in the 
world. Operating from the Salalah Free Zone, the company has successfully harnessed its strategic location with 
access to East-West shipping lanes and favorable trading regulations, coupled with unique-to-the-world 
manufacturing capabilities to meet the breadth and depth of customer demand.  

Manufacturing PET resin and the first and only direct-to-sheet polyester sheet in the world, DPET™, the 
company’s state-of-the-art plant was purposely designed and built to yield superior quality products with waste 
and cost reduction benefits, increased productivity for thermoformers, and unmatched environmental 
advantages. 

Today, OCTAL is the world’s largest PET resin and sheet producer on a single site.  

For more information, please visit: www.octal.com  
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